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formations—the soon to be notorious "Freikorps"—were not
only fighting their country's legitimate battles but Europe's when
they bickered with the Poles., lent a hand to the German element
in the newly arisen Baltic states and for a moment were within an
ace of creating new German territories in the Baltic area as
an alternative to seeing them pass into the hands of Russia
again.
The Freikorps* were popular enough. They were composed in
the main of three elements—soldiers, mainly young soldiers., from
the front line who preferred to go on soldiering, youthful idealists
of the aristocratic and professional classes who had experience of
local Bol$hevisants9 and frank adventurers. They included thus the
common mercenary who will do anything for pay, food, and drink
and the genuine if heady patriot whose youthful imagination saw
himself as the legitimate successor of Luetzow and Koerner in a
struggle against a tyranny much more deadly because much more
politic than Napoleon's. The opinion of the civilians depended on
the type they encountered and their own private opinions on the
issues of the day. To one half of those who seriously thought
about them, the Freikorps were "the gallant watch on the German
marches," to the other they were "the sinister blood-hounds of
reaction," There was more truth in either description than any
partisan was willing to admit.
But to the Allied powers, busied with rearranging Europe and
finding the task more difficult than they had thought, the military
measures taken in Germany seemed to indicate that the German
army had stopped demobilizing and was reconcentrating. They at
once began to act on the more and more sensational reports sent
them by their agents by bombarding the unfortunate government
with notes. The defence of the frontiers and the retention of
trained troops in regular formations might be a question of prestige
to the army command quite apart from the fact that they con-
sidered such formations necessary. The government could not
afford to think in terms of prestige and, when it considered neces-
* A history of the Freikorps is badly wanted, and is not really supplied by
the memoirs of Killinger, Roehm, Luettwitz, etc., or pieces of adulation like
the current biographies of Schlageter, Eppa and the like. K, W. v. Oemen's
dy reich mir die Hand* (Berlin, 1933) is idealizing but useful.

